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Name of the Activity / Event 

Venue/Platform 
Opening Cereomy of Russian Multicultural Exchage Programme 
Zoom Cloud Meeting 
7 April 2022 
N. 

Date 
Resource Person A 
Profile of Resource Person N.A 
Participants/ Attended by 
Dua, Ms.Dimple,Mr.Kuntal,Ms.Jyoti, Ms.Surbhi, Mr.Arvind and students of VII-VIII 
File Accession Dossier 

:Principal Ma'am, Ms.Namrata Lutha, Ms.Radhika 

Exchange Programme Dossier 

Objectives: 

To sensitize the Virtual exchange programmes to combine the deep impact of intercultural 
exchange 

To reach of new media technology.
To aim the young people to have a meaningful intercultural experience as part of their 
education. 

To globalizes the curriculum 

To introduces students to an interconnected world, and promotes digital literacy. 

Description: 

A nation's culture resides in the heart and soul of its people 
Rukimini Devi is aware of its obligation towards the society and the world and has always taken 
intiatives in reaching out to the students via various educational programme of their 
interets.Keeing the same perspective in mind,RDPSembarked another novel journey with is Virtual 

Exchange Programme with Russia's school popularly knowns as Rabindranath Tagore School. The 

objective of the session was the exploration and exchange of two nations holistically in the multi- 

cultural exchange leading to the enrichment of its students. It was exciting for the students who 
were part of the program as they experienced the significance of the programme by sharing about 
their countries, people, cultures, traditional delights, gestures, and many more. Further, both the 
schools presented their presentation sharing about facilities, project work, subjects taught in the 

school and also shared the traditional experiences. The programe allowed the students to connect 
virtually with an aim of intercultural experience as a part of their education. 
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(Enclosures: Snapshots of evidences, Feedback Analysis, Information drawn from the session, 

session outcomes, list of Participants) 
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Feedback Analysis: N.A 

Session Outcomes (general): The session gave an oppertunity to the students as well as the teachers to winess cultural exchange virtually .The programme helped to change the education landscape and will provide rapidly growing educational practice. It enabled meaningful encounters to create a deep impact of intercultural exchange along with deep understanding about the education of one's country. 

Annexure 3: 

Information drawn from the Webinar (specific): The webinar was a fruitful session which disseminated significant information about the Russian Cultural.The programme gave an insight that how the Indian Poet Rabindranath Tagore influenced the lives of Russian .Overall, the session highlighted the importance of Cultural Exchange Programme which widens the learning experience of the students. 

Annexure 4: 

List of Participants: 

Principal Madam 

Ms.Namrata Luthra 

Ms.Radhika Dua 

Ms.Dimple 

Ms.Surbhi 

Mr.Kuntal 

Mr.Arvind 

Ms.Jyoti 

Students of Grade VIII 


